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Jules Audemars series "Bolshoi" available in pink gold or white with anthracite dial, expresses to
perfection, with simplicity and elegance, the age-old know-how of the brand. Moved by the famous
Calibre 2120, designed and produced in-house in the '60s by Audemars Piguet , this movement of
only 2.45 mm flat thick sapphire visible from the bottom, is further embellished by a rotor - or
oscillating - finely skeletonized and engraved by hand up to represent the facade of the famous
theater.

Not by chance will be produced in only 99 specimens (50 and 49 in pink gold, white gold). The
number represents the years between the building of the Bolshoi Theatre - 1776 - and the birth of
the manufacture Audemars Piguet - 1875.

Jules Audemard Extra-flat "Bolshoi"

Features

References

15181BC.OO.A005CR.01

18 carat white gold dial, anthracite, anthracite crocodile strap

15181OR.OO.A005CR.01

18-carat pink gold dial, anthracite, anthracite crocodile strap

The chapter HM2 Horological Machine # 2 of MB & F will close for good with 2 limited edition of 18
pieces. Maximilian BÃ¼sser Knowing this decision, although in line with the level of his work almost
unique, will certainly not taken lightly. Horological Machine # 2 gave a lot of success in three years
to MB & F: maybe it's just that with him came the awareness of the direction taken since the
beginning.

HM2 was born in 2008 when he left his mouth open all the industry insiders, never before him a
work of design presented equally innovative content of Haute Horlogerie. HM2-SV Black and Red
HM2-SV - where the last two letters mean Saphir Vision - close this chapter.

Horological Machine No2 - Final Editions

The synthetic sapphire material is rarely taken into account for the production of boxes for obvious
reasons: no doubt keeps the hardness obtained at high temperatures, has a porosity equal to zero,
and reacts with acid only above 300 Â° C. While its features are very attractive well must also bear in
mind the difficulty in working it. Its surface, of course, opaque, satin should be to become
transparent. The complex three-dimensional shape of HM2-SV, with beveled holes, the openings of
the quadrants and the groove for the seal are an example.

The model HM2-SV Black presents a case of sapphire, dials blacks and black PVD titanium plate, a
background of great effect for the unique architecture of the engine HM2 kept inside, held in place
by a gasket electric green, visible Thanks to the top surface transparent. The underside reveals a
distinct personality dell'HM2 color with the rotor 22 carats of brilliant green.
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Red HM2-SV model has a sapphire crystal case and the two quadrants blacks mounted on an
elegant base in red gold. The dials blacks, the black rubber gasket and the bright red of the bottom
plate of the case creates an incredible contrast with the silver engine model HM2. The back of the
house offers a splendid visual effect of the rotor-shaped "Space halberds" 22-carat red gold, custom
MB & F, which is in contrast to gold red bottom plate.

Below is a complicated world

Its gauge was developed by Jean - Marc Wiederrecht: this is the first mechanical movement to the
world that presents snapshots jumping hours, retrograde minutes concentric, retrograde date, moon
phase and automatic winding in both hemispheres.

The main challenge that the award-winning watchmaker faced was to ensure that the hours worked
instantly and simultaneously jumping when the retrograde minute back from 60 to 0. All this
happens not only instantaneously but without excessive expenditure of energy.

Wiederrecht has devised an ingenious device by which a snail positioned on the mechanism
actuates the star of the minutes of the hour the instant the minutes back to zero and causes the
jump time. The action is instantaneous and since it is powered by the energy of returning to zero
minutes this has virtually no effect on the amplitude of the bar.
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